
Maritime Knot School on Stretcher
Instructions No. 352

This classic should not be missing in your maritime decoration . The instructions are a great idea: figure wire is perfect for the sailor's
knots, because the knots immediately stay in shape.

It is as simple as that:

The Stretched Canvas beach is coated with wood glue and the fabric is laid
on without wrinkles. It is important that the striped pattern runs parallel to
the edges of the stretcher. The excess fabric is then stapled to the back of
the stretcher.

For the knots, figure wire is cut into sufficiently large pieces and then placed
in sailor knots. The protruding figure wire is cut off in each case. Now the
knots are glued Driftwood to one piece each.

Cut out from black with the Craft cardboard sheet help of an Stencil oval
circle. With a white liner pencil the edge can be emphasized by writing the
names of the individual sailor knots on the label plates.

Stick pieces of driftwood and label plates on the with hot Stretched Canvas
glue, Sand work it in special-effect blue and apply it to the Stretched Canvas
from beach.

Extra tip: On the Internet you will find a large number of sailor's knots.

Article number Article name Qty
841603 VBS Stretched canvas 40 x 40 cm 1
650397 Figure wire, Ø 8 mm 1
612463 VBS Driftwood 1
619318 Shells nature 1
704960 VBS Cardboard block 3
110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1
110495 Ponal express wood glue, 225 g 1
399210 Cotton fabric "Stripes Blue-White" 1
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